
This report investigates
the feasibility of a new
low-carbon Media
Centre in Exeter,
replacing the existing
centre at Exeter
Phoenix. An integral
part of the study is the
assessment of running
such a centre on a
carbon-neutral basis.
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This report investigates the feasibility of carbon-

neutrality in digital media production. Using a

typical proposal for a new digital media centre in

a regional capital, it considers the viability of

energy conservation, generation and reclamation

in digital media production & broadcast studios,

with a realistic assessment of strategies for low-

carbon production techniques in these creative

industries. The vehicle for the study is a proposed

new media centre which will replace the existing

Media Centre at Exeter Phoenix in Exeter city

centre. The ambition of the study is to design a

new model for the building that uses innovative

technologies to best effect to minimise carbon

emissions in the normal operations of a digital

media production centre and to analyse the

commercial future of such a centre in Exeter. 

1 Introduction

The aims of the study may be

summarised thus:

n To start the development of a design

model for this type of media production

building that uses innovative

technologies to best reduce carbon

emissions.

n To test theoretically the effectiveness of

innovative carbon reducing

technologies, integrated in to the fabric

of the building, in a site-specific context.

n To examine the commercial future of

the resultant media centre.
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Introduction

1.2 Framework for proposals

The potential for a successful new media centre

will be examined in the following contexts, which

correspond to the sections of this report:

n Potential - an overview of the current

operating methods and governance of the

Media Centre.
n Goals - user and staff requirements of a

proposed new building, determined from

briefing sessions.
n Benchmarking - comparison with other public

institutions with similar aspirations.
n Proposals - preliminary building design on

the existing site, informed by best practice low

energy design for normal operations.
n Energy - carbon emission assessment,

informing the building design.
n Business Analysis - commercial

sustainability assessment, informing the

building design and operating strategies.

1.3 Feasibility study personnel and
strategy
A team of consultants, administrators, staff and

users of the proposed Media Centre was

assembled to deliver the feasibility study. The

team members are as follows:

n Jonas Hawkins, Manager, Exeter Phoenix

Media Centre
n Stuart Mitchell, Digital Media Co-ordinator,

Exeter Phoenix Media Centre 
n Patrick Cunningham, Director, Exeter Phoenix
n Ivan Jordan, Architect, Barrie Simons &

Associates Ltd.
n Sally Johns, Senior Mechanical Engineer,

Hoare Lea Ltd.
n Cara McMahon, Commercial Arts & Cultural

Consultant

The strategic approach to the study is explained

in the diagram. It shows how the first stage was

completed utilising comprehensive briefing and

precedent study. Initial proposals were drawn up

adhering to low energy design principles and then

modified according to comment from the

specialist consultants and users. The finished

study is an objective assessment of the scheme’s

likely future success in terms of carbon emissions

and business sustainability.
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Introduction

1.4 The existing facilities’
condition 
The existing Media Centre is housed in an

annex to the main arts centre building,

becoming physically connected to it as part of

the refurbishment and alterations to the arts

centre that were carried out in the late 1990s. 

n The current building has a footprint of

approximately 235 m2

n 90+ m2 of usable floor area is production

spaces: edit suites; training rooms; studio

and technical areas.
n Administration has 25m2

n The remaining internal floor space of the

building is devoted to circulation

(approximately 54m2) and a disabled access

WC.

The Media Centre facilities consist of

production and education spaces spread over

one general-purpose studio, two digital video

editing suites, one computer training suite, and

limited equipment storage and maintenance

space. Two staff members manage the

administration of the centre, including studio

project management, training facilitation, studio

and equipment hire, film screenings and event

management.
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Because of its location in central Exeter, the

centre benefits from excellent communications

and infrastructure. In the context of low-carbon

and social sustainability, it is very well sited for

access via public transport, by pedestrians or

cyclists. 

The building’s current footprint does not make full

use of its site, and its single storey volume is an

inefficient use of city centre space. 

The area immediately to the south west of the

media centre is somewhat neglected, and as

such, could be considered an ideal site for a

regenerative project. This study does not examine

the potential regenerative effects of a new

building, but this is an issue that should be

considered at a later stage, with a broader, site

specific, planning-oriented analysis.

Introduction
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1.5 Existing operations
Exeter Phoenix Media Centre’s core business is

enabling artists, freelancers, businesses and

other organisations to produce and publish digital

media. This includes short films, animation,

commercial videos, web-based media, interactive

media and digital art. The Media Centre is a

resource from which users hire equipment and

studio space, undertake training courses and

gain technical assistance in producing their work.

It also acts as a conduit for arts funding, through

the commissioning of digital art and film-making.

The Media Centre has been running successfully

for 10 years as part of Exeter Phoenix, and film

and video production has taken place at this

location for over 20 years, originally under the

aegis of the Exeter Film and Video Workshop.

Significant revenue for the Media Centre comes

through partnerships with Devon County Council

and Exeter City Council, who both support the

commissioning of film-makers. Local further and

higher education institutions, such as The 

University of Exeter and Exeter College, hire the

Media Centre’s facilities and staff to deliver their

film, media production and photography courses.

The centre is currently operating sustainably in

the financial sense, but activity and usage has

increased over the years to the point where

demand for the Media Centre’s facilities and

services has now outstripped supply. Commercial

projections of how a new media centre would

perform are made in section 6 of this study.

Introduction
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In September 2008 two briefing meetings took

place. The aim of these was to ensure that the

proposals to be examined in the feasibility study

are based on thorough research of the

requirements of users and staff, so that the

model to be tested for low energy and carbon-

neutrality is grounded in reality. 

Exeter Phoenix and Media Centre staff attended

the first meeting, which focused on aspirations

for the Media Centre from their perspective. The

second meeting was attended by Media Centre

administrative staff and current users of the

centre, with an agenda centred on examining

the facilities and access that they, the users,

desired in a new building. Both meetings were

chaired jointly by Jonas Hawkins and Ivan

Jordan, and from their findings a schedule of

spaces and functions was derived, which may

be seen to the right.

2 User requirements

A summary of the facilities and

qualities of the proposed building, as

dictated by this briefing process, is as

follows:

n Reception Area dedicated to the Media

Centre, handling equipment hire, studio

booking, ticket sales and visitor enquiries /

management.
n Permanent digital exhibition area.
n Multi-purpose conference and meeting

space / film screening space.
n TV studio with chroma-key / green screen

facilities.
n Digital media editing suites with 24 hour /

7 day access.
n Sufficient technical maintenance and

storage rooms.
n General purpose digital training and

production rooms.
n Administrative offices.
n Incubation spaces for lease to creative

industry small businesses.
n On-demand print facilities
n W.C.s for all visitors, staff and occupiers

of incubator spaces.
n Kitchen facilities for staff and occupiers of

incubator spaces.
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The preliminary floor plans that are proposed are

based on the schedule of spaces, and

determined by the need to integrate effectively

with the existing Exeter Phoenix building, and

general low-carbon design principles, including:

n Very high levels of insulation for the entire

building.
n Natural light to be used as much as possible.
n Natural cooling and ventilation of the building as

much as possible.
n Maximum access for pedestrians and cyclists

to encourage low-carbon methods of

commuting to the building.

n On-site energy generation.
n Low embodied energy construction materials.

In addition, some site-specific imperatives were

identified:

n Fire escape route from the existing adjoining

auditorium has to be maintained.
n Provision for disabled users, appropriate to a

public arts building, must be provided and be

integral to the design of the building.
n The existing access to the performance spaces

in the Exeter Phoenix building is inadequate. An

opportunity to correct this through the design of

the new media centre cannot be ignored.
n The existing outdoor terrace between the main

building and the Media Centre has no spatial

relationship to the latter. The new building must

address this.

The proposals evaluated in this study aim to fulfil

all of these requirements, and constitute the

preliminary stages of a complete building design,

which could be considered a model for this type

of community building. They do not aim to resolve

site-specific issues such as local planning policy

or construction costs.
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As part of the briefing process for this study, visits

were made to institutions that have similar remits

and operating models to the requirements for the

new centre, these included:

n Knowle West Media Centre, Bristol
n FACT, Liverpool
n Innovation Centre, University of Exeter
n Formation Zone, Plymouth University
n InDesign, Spike Island, Bristol
n Project Genesis, Somerset College of Art and

Technology, Taunton

3 Precedent research

FACT Liverpool

FACT is the largest Media Centre in Europe,

and is undoubtedly the leader in the field in

the UK. It has little or no sustainable

credentials, but was an informative

precedent to study because it operates at a

similar scale to that anticipated for the new

Exeter Phoenix Media Centre, produces and

exhibits excellent work, and has a solid

operating base in training and education.

Due to the lack of a forced or stack

ventilation system to serve the building, air

conditioners were installed in every room to

tackle the heat generated by the computers,

which were not housed separately from their

operators.

Openable windows were provided, but were

of an inadequate size to allow effective

ventilation, this seemed to be due to the fact

that large windows can cause serious glare

problems for screen-based work next to

them.

10
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benchmarking

Knowle West Media Centre, Bristol

The Knowle West Media Centre (KWMC) opened in April 2008 and is

Bristol's equivalent to the Exeter Phoenix Media Centre. The organisation is

based in Knowle West and is engaged in developing the creative,

educational and social potential of people within the surrounding community

and the city of Bristol as a whole. The building includes many environmental-

conscious features of its time, designed into its construction, including lime-

clad straw bales, heating sourced from a wood-chip boiler, fuelled by pellets

from renewable woodland. It also has a computer-controlled natural

ventilation system and rainfall is harvested to supply water for the building's

grey water supply. The Centre does not generate sufficient electricity to

power the building, it does however power the lighting through solar panels.

The building has a few negative issues, mostly concerning the general

design; the main one being sound leakage from the main entrance into the

screening and studio space. 

Formation Zone, Plymouth 

During our research into incubation space in the creative industries we visited

a number of different organisations with models based around this idea. The

Formation Zone is based in the award-winning Roland Levinsky Building at

the University of Plymouth. Formation Zone offers space, support, profile, IT,

resources and events. The site has an open office that is made available to

many emerging creative industry companies and organisations, as well as

one self-contained space designed to house a larger company. This open

plan workspace model seems to be working well with individuals, companies

and organisations who can develop work through and collaborate with other

users of the space. The larger self-contained space gives

companies/organisations the opportunity to grow. The Centre also offers

practical business advice, support and mentoring from creative industries and

commercial specialists.

KWMC Photography 0117 3532745
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The proposed design for a new media centre is

based on the precept that the existing building

will be demolished and the promontory of land

that it occupies will be developed entirely.

The following floor plans, section and 3D

visualisations illustrate a preliminary solution to

the requirements outlined in the previous

chapter, and an architectural response to the

site.

The preliminary design proposal has a striking

aesthetic, which is in line with its potential

flagship status as a truly carbon-neutral public

building.

4 New Low-Carbon Media Centre

14

Initial Concept Design for New Media Centre

    



4.2 The TV Studio
A significant part of this proposal is a design to

bring natural light into use in the TV studio, in

order to reduce the levels of artificial light for at

least part of the time the studio is in use.

Due to the unreliable nature of daylight levels in

the UK, this would be completely impractical

were it not for new advances in lighting

technologies, particularly LED lighting. Fast

reacting, cool and energy efficient, LED arrays are

being adopted increasingly by commercial TV

studios such as Bloomberg T.V. (below).

It will be important that this system is modelled

accurately during design development, so that it

can be tested in as many different climatic

conditions as possible prior to a final design.

However, even when the system is working at

optimum levels, and there is a brilliant supply of

diffused mixed light, users of the studio will need

to work with the environment in the studio, rather

than against it. 

There is also a significant demand for “chroma-

keying” or ”blue/green screen” facilities in

production studios, which use much less energy

than is otherwise required when lighting an entire

studio. The location of the Media Centre in a

national sense may mean that this type of work

provides the best commercial returns for the

studio.

15
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5 Energy and Carbon Emissions Assessment

20

This section investigates whether it is possible to

achieve zero-carbon status within the context of a

media production centre. 

Although elements such as water use, ecology

and building materials all impact on the

environment, due to the high energy use of this

type of development the emphasis must rest with

reducing the carbon emissions during use.  

To achieve this, a detailed analysis of which parts

of the building use the most energy is required,

and a strategy developed to define the best way

of reducing carbon emissions. 

Initial proposals were developed through

discussion, using known low-carbon principles.

The design was tested and compared with an

equivalent proposal of standard construction.

Data from this process has been fed back into

the design, so the proposal is as carbon-efficient

as possible, given this comparatively early stage

of development. 

The resultant informed proposal has been

analysed and its theoretical performance

presented overleaf.
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5.1 A typical building
To set a benchmark, and to understand fully the

extent of energy savings, typical buildings of this

type have been investigated.

An exercise investigating the likely energy

consumption of the new development, as if built

to conventional standards, was undertaken.  To

simplify the calculations the different spaces

identified on the plans have been grouped into

their accommodation types listed to the right.

energy

Floor Space Area, m2 Type of accommodation

GF Reception & Gallery 130 Type 1 – Gallery

GF Conference Room 60 Type 2 – Office

GF WC 28 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

GF Booth 15 Type 3 – High Gain Office

GF Edit 1 7 Type 3 – High Gain Office

GF Edit 2 6 Type 3 – High Gain Office

GF Store 26 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

GF Bike store 10 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

GF Circulation 70 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

FF TV Studio 80 Type 5 – Studio

FF Tech Equipment Store 20 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

FF Gallery & Edit 14 Type 3 – High Gain Office

FF Green Room 17 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

FF Teaching Studio 1 24 Type 6 – Teaching Studio

FF Teaching Studio 2 32 Type 6 – Teaching Studio

FF Residency Studio 11 Type 5 – Studio

FF Booth 5 Type 3 – High Gain Office

FF Radio Office 7 Type 3 – High Gain Office

FF Radio Studio 14 Type 3 – High Gain Office

FF Breakout 75 Type 2 – Office

FF Office 7 Type 2 – Office

FF Circulation 26 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

SF Incubators 155 Type 2 – Office

SF Store 13 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

SF Print room 23 Type 2 – Office

SF Kitchen 10 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

SF WC 7 Type 4 – Auxiliary space

SF Circulation 40 Type 4 – Auxiliary space
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Energy use of any building can be split into two

fuel types; Fossil Fuels and Electricity.  Fossil Fuel

(such as oil or gas) is predominantly used for hot

water and heating production.  Electricity is used

for lighting, equipment, computers, fans & pumps

and cooling.  For this report it is assumed the

fossil fuel used will be natural gas.

Splitting energy consumption in this way is useful

as electricity is usually about three times more

expensive than natural gas, and emits over

double the Carbon Dioxide if supplied by the

National Grid.

The graph shows predicted energy use for each

of the area types identified within the

development.  The values are based on

benchmark figures for an average new building of

this type and are shown in kilo-watt-hours per

square metre per year.  Whilst compiling the

benchmarks, the following usage patterns were

taken into account:  

Office accommodation is predominantly naturally

ventilated with no cooling allowance.  Spaces are

heated to a higher temperature than the auxiliary

areas to allow for comfort of mostly sedentary

occupants.

High-density offices & studios will include

specialist computers, lighting and equipment

which give off heat.  Because of this air

conditioning will be required.  As detailed further

on in this report the electrical loads of these

spaces is highly dependant on exact equipment

specified, and how it is used.  The heating load is

assumed to be lower than for a general office

due to the heat gain of equipment.  

Note that studios have a lower estimated

electricity load per m2.  This is because High

Density Offices, such as edit suites, are generally

considerably smaller than Studios.  

Type Description Area Fossil Fuels Electricity Fossil Fuels Electricity Fossil Fuels Electricity

m2 kWh/m2 p.a. kWh p.a. kgCO2 p.a.

Type 1 Gallery 130 100 57 13000 7410 2470 3127.02

Type 2 Office 320 151 51 48320 16320 9180.8 6887.04

Type 3 High Density Office 68 136 202 9248 13736 1757.12 5796.592

Type 4 Auxiliary Areas 267 90 50 24030 13350 4565.7 5633.7

Type 5 Studios 91 70 150 6370 13650 1210.3 5760.3

Type 6 Lecture Rooms 56 120 76 6720 4256 1276.8 1796.032

Total 932 107,688 68,722 20,461 29,001
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energy

To the right is a pie chart of our benchmark

‘typical’ building’s carbon dioxide emissions.  This

is generated by using the estimated values in the

first graph and multiplying them by the various

areas.  Gas emissions are shown in

orange/yellow and electricity emissions shown in

blue. 

By splitting the areas down as shown in the

analysis above it is easier to understand where

energy savings can be made, and what are the

important factors for the design.  As the Studios

are very specialist further experience from other

designers has been sought.  From this, the

following is understood:

n Equipment electricity load is significant, and so

too is the heat gain from it.  In most studios

equipment is left on continuously for ease of

use.  
n The studios themselves are highly insulated

and with significant thermal mass for

soundproofing.  This means that heat gains are

not easily dissipated so heating is not usually

required, but some form of cooling is.
n Windows within studios promote a healthy

atmosphere as it provides occupants with a link

to outside.  However glazing is usually limited

for soundproofing reasons.

n Occupancy density can vary considerably

within both studios and associated spaces.
n Air conditioning is often installed to regulate

temperatures, although it is not preferred as it

dries the air which can interfere with

performances – particularly singing.
n High volumes of air are recommended to offset

the heat gains to the space.  Due to the

thermal mass of such spaces night time

ventilation is very effective.
n Ventilation and air conditioning within studio

space must be highly controllable by the

occupants.  Often units are turned off during

recording to reduce noise, and then put on

boost once recording has finished.

n Chilled beams can be used successfully within

areas with lower heat gains.  These are

extremely quiet and do not reduce the moisture

content of the air but cannot cope with high

cooling loads.
n Lighting provision depends on the type of

studio; visual studios have extensive lighting

which is usually of low efficiency - a further

source of heat.

In conclusion, the studio equipment has large

impact on energy and carbon use; not only does

it use large quantities of electrical energy it also

provides heat which must be dissipated if the

studio is to be comfortable.
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5.2 Low energy design
The research detailed above allowed the

development of a strategy to reduce the impact

of the new development, as follows:

n Reduce electrical energy use due to

computers, equipment and lighting.
n Use what resources are available; use free

cooling to offset heat gains; reduce heat loss of

the building form; use heat gain from

equipment in a positive way; use natural

daylight where possible; naturally ventilate

where possible.
n Wherever building services are required, design

for lowest energy use and control so they are

running when required.
n Investigate renewable energy supplies.
n Allow for monitoring and fine-tuning,

1 Reduced Electrical Energy 

For this type of development a low energy design must start with the equipment.  As this can vary

significantly from studio to studio a full assessment of the clients preferred equipment for each space

must be undertaken, to assess the scope of the following:

Electrical energy requirement Heat output

Can the desired effect be

achieved through using an

alternative with lower energy

consumption?

Large reduction possible at design

stage, independent of occupant

use.

Large reduction possible at

design stage, independent of

occupant use.

Can the equipment be

controlled so it is only used

when required?

Extent of reduction determined by

how much occupants turn

equipment off.

Can be controlled automatically

with more predictable savings.

Extent of reduction determined

by how much occupants turn

equipment off.

Can be controlled automatically

with more predictable savings.

Can the equipment be re-

located? For example

servers located in separate

space.

Minimal reduction.

Large reduction at design

stage, independent of

occupant use.
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2 Using Resources Available

Cooling

As discussed, the cooling load for the studios and associated edit suites will

be considerable.  For this reason it is proposed that free cooling techniques

should be investigated.  

One such technique is the use of an underground labyrinth or duct.  Air

passes through the duct before it is supplied to the building, and is cooled

by the lower ground temperature.  

To maximise the benefit cooler night time air can be used in conjunction with

the earth duct to dissipate any residual heat built-up during the daytime.  

Heating

The heating load to some areas such as the incubators and gallery will still be

considerable.  To reduce this as far as possible the building form must be

designed in a way to minimise heat loss.  As a starting point the U-values

(measure of thermal performance) must be sufficient.  Values should be

better than detailed below:

As well as specifying good thermal insulation, the detail of how it is installed

must be considered.  Thermal bridging of the insulation occurs at joints

between elements (such as walls and floors) and where structural elements

meet the fabric.  To reduce the effect of thermal bridging at the design stage

these should all be modelled by specialist software.  This software can be

used to help the design team to reduce the bridging as much as possible,

and under no circumstances should the values be greater than those stated

below:

Abridged from table K1 of the Standard Assessment Procedure, 2005 edition

Once overall U-values and thermal bridging have been addressed, infiltration

of air (drafts) is the largest contributor to heating/cooling energy use.  Once

the building has been built it is required to undertake a pressure test which

indicates how leaky the building envelope is.  It is hoped that the building can

achieve an air tightness of 3.5 m3h-1m-2 at 50 Pa during this test – the

current building regulations are set at 10 m3h-1m-2 at 50 Pa.

Element U-value (W/m2K)

Roof 0.14

Walls 0.24

Floor 0.19

Windows 1.7

Junction detail in external wall Max æ, W/mK

Metal box lintel 0.30

Other lintels 0.21

Sill 0.04

Jamb 0.05

Ground floor 0.16

Intermediate floors 0.01

Eaves (insulation at ceiling level) 0.06

Eaves (insulation at rafter level) 0.04

Corner 0.09

Wall 0.06
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Within the development there will be a mixture of

spaces with low, medium & high heat gains.

During the winter it is hoped that the unwanted

gains can be used to heat some of the auxiliary

areas such as the breakout space.  This can be

achieved in two ways:
n Extracting air directly from high heat gain areas

to low heat gain areas.  Simple, low technology

but minimal control.  Careful acoustic

separation must be maintained.
n Variable Refrigerant Flow systems (i.e. a cooling

system with heat recovery) transfers heat from

one space to another via a refrigerant flow

circuit.  Any additional heating or cooling is

made up by a traditional chiller. 

Note that there will be times when heating in the

breakout space does not match exactly, so

additional heating to the breakout space will be

required.

The extent of mechanical ventilation and cooling

is determined by the heat gains to the space, by

reducing the heat gains it is possible to use less

energy in supplying ventilation, for example:
n Low heat gain areas –  natural ventilation
n Medium heat gain areas – natural ventilation

with additional mechanical ventilation for

extreme conditions

n High heat gain areas – high mechanical

ventilation rate.  Secure night-time ventilation is

a must.  
n Very high heat gain areas – high ventilation rate

with additional cooling. Secure night-time

ventilation is a must.
n As the heat gains increase, the level of

occupant control of the ventilation and cooling

becomes more important, both to control the

space but also to reduce energy consumption.  

3 Low Energy Building Services

Even with ever tightening Building Regulations the

efficiency and performance of services varies

hugely.  Once the servicing strategy has been

selected targets of energy efficiency for each

piece of equipment should be set.  

The majority of services once commissioned are

left for years without thorough maintenance.  For

this reason it is paramount that systems are

commissioned properly, and that the

commissioning engineer returns once the building

is in operation to check performance.

Although daylight will be used as much as

possible artificial lighting will be used extensively

throughout the development.  When selecting

lighting energy efficiency, aesthetics and cost

must all be taken into account.  It is anticipated

that LED lighting will form a significant part of the

lighting scheme.

4 Review of Low & Carbon-Neutral

Technologies – Please see appendix iii

5 Monitoring

To ensure that the occupants can fully

understand and tune the building once in

operation meters measuring electrical energy,

heating and water should be installed throughout

the building with links back to the Building

Management System.  In this way the

management team can keep a close eye on the

performance, whilst occupants can learn about

the building’s impact on the environment.
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5.3 Predicted Energy Consumption &
CO2 Emissions
So far, only a typical building has been

investigated.  This is taken as the same form and

orientation as the proposed design, but only just

passing the building regulations.

Based on existing published data and with an

element of estimation a ‘best practice’ design

would save 30% of the carbon dioxide emissions.

This assumes a good level of energy efficient

building services, reasonable building performance

and average equipment but with conscientious

occupants (i.e. equipment is turned off when not

required).

Taking the predictions a step further, and assuming

that all of the principals of a low energy design

detailed within this report are thoroughly integrated

an ‘Innovative’ building design could be achieved.

This would save approximately 50% of the carbon

emissions.

5.4 Energy and Carbon Emissions
Conclusion
By reducing the demand for energy to an

Innovative standard, using renewable technologies

to bridge the gap to a Zero Carbon development

becomes both practical and financially viable. 

A study into the most applicable technologies has

been undertaken with the following conclusions:

A Ground Source Heat Pump will be the most

applicable low-carbon technology to provide

heating and cooling to the development.  It can

also be used as a pre-heat for any hot water

appliances. 

Photovoltaic panels could be used to provide

electricity to the development, although a

connection to the National Grid will still be required

as solar cannot be guaranteed.

Rainwater harvesting and solar thermal could also

be used, but as the water supply for the

development will not be substantial the impact of

these technologies will be insignificant.
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The two technologies discussed above allow the

development to achieve Zero Carbon in the

following way:

Using a Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP)

saves approximately 2.5 tonnes of CO2 per year

compared to a standard gas system.  Because

GSHP’s run on electrical energy photovoltaic

panels can be used to offset the additional 9.5

tonnes that the GSHP will emit due to electrical

energy use.

Although expensive, photovoltaic panels are an

excellent solution to the high energy use of the

building.  This is because the building will be

predominantly used throughout the day when the

panels will be producing energy.  By matching the

supply to the demand in this way the Exeter

Phoenix Media Centre will achieve the quickest

payback and have the most benefit to the

environment.  This is because using the

produced electricity on site as much as possible

will minimise the losses associated with the

national grid. 

During the detailed design stage we anticipate

that each of the above will be assessed in terms

of actual carbon saved per £ spent.  Although

this will give the best value for money, it must not

be used in isolation, but alongside other factors

such as ease of retrofit, maintenance etc.  For

example, the photovoltaic panels have a much

larger impact on the overall CO2 emissions than

the GSHP but the latter cannot be easily

introduced after completion.

To achieve Zero Carbon all of the factors

discussed must be integrated into the design and

all stakeholders committed to this goal.  
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Formerly known as Exeter Film &

Video Workshop, the Exeter Phoenix

Media Centre has offered film-making

facilities to the south west region for

the last 20 years. It became known as

Exeter Phoenix Media Centre in 1999

when a purpose built space was

created within the redevelopment that

became Exeter Phoenix. The Exeter

Phoenix Media Centre aims: 

n To offer a dynamic centre in the south

west for video and digital media based

training and production.
n To commission, exhibit and distribute new

and innovative films and digital media work

across the county.
n To support up and coming film–makers of

all ages through bursaries, screenings and

network development, all of which

encourage high standards of achievement

and aspiration. 
n To be an accessible, comfortable and

inclusive place for meeting other film-

makers, artists and members of the

community and, through courses/projects

to offer the opportunity to gain new skills.
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Exeter Phoenix Media Centre is the foremost

high-tech creative community media centre in the

south west. Original work is produced at its

studios, including award winning video and film

productions, digital artworks, internet-based and

interactive media, radio productions & printed

media. The Media Centre offers a broad range of

digital media-related courses as well as

commissioning innovative work from emerging

artists and film-makers.

The Media Centre offers a programme of courses

and opportunities that are aimed at developing

and supporting users’ experience and

appreciation in the diverse use of digital media as

a medium for artistic production and expression.

The Media Centre is situated in the Exeter

Phoenix building, located in the heart of Exeter

City Centre. The nearest similar media centre is in

Bridgwater, and there are no others in Devon or

Cornwall, as such our catchment area is very

large and our users come from all over the region. 
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Exeter Phoenix Media Centre programmes Two

Short Nights, an annual short film festival

consisting of two days of film screenings,

workshops and events, held in November. The

2008 festival received over 80 international

submissions to the open screening, included a

screening of short films produced by the Exeter

Phoenix bursary awardees, introduced a 48 hour

film challenge, entered by 22 teams of film-

makers in the first year, and hosted an award

ceremony offering a number of awards for the

best films shown at the festival. Other screenings

hosted by the Media Centre throughout the year

include the Future Shorts programme of short

films from around the world, which has had

growing audience figures since its introduction in

2007, and the Creative Collective, a free monthly

event showcasing local film-makers work. 

This chapter considers organisational

development and the potential for commercial

and non-commercial programme that will offer a

sustainable revenue for the proposed new Media

Centre.

At present, commercial demand for the Media

Centre facilities currently outstrips supply. In

response to this, the  proposed scheme will

develop and expand existing activities in the

Media Centre - a viable and sustainable operation

- to meet increased demand, so the whole

project is based on firm foundations.

As the centre is currently over-stretched and

cannot provide for the current demand, the ability

to develop the centre allows it to both capitalise

on demand and to do so in an innovative and

timely way through a carbon-neutral sustainable

centre.

6.1 Our new Mission Vision
The mission vision for the new media centre is to:

Inspire a new generation of creative industry

workers to engage with sustainable ways of

working.

Our actions will support that vision:
n Through a carbon-neutral building we will offer

state-of-the-art facilities that inspire the creative

industries to embrace energy efficient ways of

working.
n We will work with equipment providers and

manufacturers to ensure that facilities and

equipment can offer carbon-neutral choices for

users.
n We will play a leadership role in the South West

to inspire a shift in ways of working that

encourages sustainability in all areas of media

production and exhibition.

We will inspire the creative community and users

to actively engage with sustainability issues and

encourage sustainable working practices.

We will act as a resource for sustainable working,

offering support and guidance through our

practice and our web presence. 

business analysis
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6.2 Governance
Exeter Phoenix Media Centre is run by Exeter

Phoenix Ltd, a company limited by guarantee,

registered in England (no. 1844169) and

registered as a charity (no. 290011). The Media

Centre is an integral part of Exeter Phoenix.

Exeter Phoenix offers music, drama and dance

performance, film exhibition, two public art

galleries, workshops, arts education, events and

room hire, as well as the Media Centre’s work

and facilities. Exeter Phoenix has recently

introduced four new artist's incubator spaces.

The Exeter Phoenix building also houses;

n Exeter Phoenix Café Bar, which is managed by

a wholly owned trading subsidiary of Exeter

Phoenix Ltd; Exeter Arts Trading Services

(EATS).
n Phonic FM, arts-based community radio station

for the city of Exeter (see 6.4.5).
n Sound Gallery, professional sound rehearsal

and recording studios.
n Double Elephant, an open-access, community-

based printmaking studio.
n Royal Albert Memorial Museum (RAMM) offices.
n Dance in Devon, dance development agency

for Devon.
n Kaleido, the strategic development agency in

the South West for all disabled and deaf artists.

6.3 Management and staffing
structures
There are currently two part-time members of

staff dedicated to the Media Centre. There is also

a core team of around 15 freelancers available to

carry out training work.

Exeter Phoenix supports the Media Centre team

through box office sales, marketing, café and bar

facilities, finance and operations support.

The Media Centre is also supported by a steering

group made up of local industry professionals,

these are; 

n Chris Adams, Proprietor, Talking Media, video

production and media training company.
n Peter Ellis, actor.
n Susan Hayward, Chair of Cinema Studies,

University of Exeter, and Director of Centre for

Research into Film Studies.
n Simon Whewell, Director, AB Design Group.

The new Media Centre will require the following

staff team:
n Media Centre Manager (full-time) 
n Media Centre Co-ordinator (full-time)
n A Marketing, Administration and Receptionist

post (full-time)
n A Technician (full-time)

The Media Centre manager will be managed by

the Exeter Phoenix Director. S/he will be

responsible for the overall management of the

Media Centre. They will co-ordinate activities,

fund raise and develop programme opportunities.

The Media Centre Co-ordinator will be managed

by the Media Centre Manager and will co-

ordinate activities, projects and training

programmes.

The Marketing, Administration and Receptionist

post will be based in the Media Centre reception

area and will support the smooth running of the

business units, the conference hires and will also

invigilate the digital gallery space. The post holder

will be the first port of call for people wishing to

hire equipment and book courses and training.

Bookings will be made in person or online.

The existing Databox booking system will be

used for bookings and will be accessed from

both the main Exeter Phoenix Box Office and the

Media Centre reception.

The technician will ensure all equipment is in

good order and will also support the digital gallery

space and business units to ensure all are

operating well.
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6.4 Programme development- new
facilities and programme 
strands
This section focuses on the additional facilities

that the new Media Centre will be able to provide: 
n The digital gallery space.
n The conference / meeting room.
n The incubator / business units. 
n The TV studio and production space. 

There will also be training rooms and a radio

studio space. It is envisaged that the training

rooms will support training as per current

provision using freelance workers to deliver

training. The radio studio will be used and

managed by Phonic FM.

6.4.1 The digital gallery space
The digital gallery space will be approximately

70 m2  and will programme work by digital artists

and film-makers working in the centre, touring

work and commissions. It will be accessed via

the entrance to the new Media Centre and will

include an external audio visual gallery displayed

though glass to a walkway at the side of the

building. The reception area will be housed to

one side of the space.

The gallery is not seen as a money-making

space, although some exhibitions may include

work for sale and a percentage of sales will be

allocated to the Media Centre. 

There is currently a large demand from local and

regional artists to exhibit digital work.

business analysis
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6.4.2 Conference, film exhibition
and meeting room facilities
Adjacent to the digital gallery is a large

conference / meeting room (50m2). The room

has the facility to open into the digital gallery. It will

have projection facilities and will be available for

hire throughout the year, with hirers having

access to hospitality services from the Exeter

Phoenix Café Bar.

In addition, the conference room will act as an

extra exhibition space for film and digital media

projects. Current demand for film exhibition from

south west based film-makers alone exceeds

supply. 

6.4.3 Creative Industries business
incubator units
A prerequisite for the existence and growth of

creativity in any urban context is space in which

artists can make, shape, produce and develop

their work.  “Artists’ workspace” is a concept

which means different things to different people

and can be confused with a wide range of style

and type of creative workspace.  Some

definitions are given below.

n Business incubator: these provide intensive,

hands-on support and service to assist in the

creation and the early stages of business.

They are often funded through economic

development agencies to ensure a thriving

entrepreneurial sector in regeneration priority

areas.

n Innovation centre: this is usually a synonym for

incubator, but sometimes denotes a facility for

nurturing high-technology, often creative

industries, companies from start-up to well

beyond the incubation stage.

n Managed workspace: these are small units on

short leases, with shared central services.  The

primary objective is to cover costs and there

are few, if any, entry conditions.  There is

usually no graduation policy; tenant businesses

are encouraged to stay.  Occupation is by a

wide range of businesses, attracted by flexible

rents and space.  Many are sole owners or

lifestyle firms.

n Artist-led studios:  in these a group of artists

has worked together to create, convert or

inhabit a space (often an otherwise disused or

unfashionable location) sometimes providing

shared facilities like a gallery or kitchen.  There

is unlikely to be a graduation policy.

Management is done by one of the artists,

sometimes paid on a part time basis.  Within

this model, artists may lead the studios but can

ensure that the facility is offered to a mixture of

other creatives e.g. those working in graphic

design, media, new media, photography, who

are targeting different markets and able to pay

higher rents.

Exeter Phoenix Media Centre plans to develop a

model for workspace that is a combined

business incubator and innovation centre and will

promote the link between the Media Centre’s

current activities and long term development of

Creative Industry SME’s in Exeter.

For the business units, we have looked at a

range of rental levels and conclude that the

business model can be worked at a rental of £10

per square foot (PSF) per annum for non-

commercial use and £20 per square foot per

annum for commercial use.

The cost can be justified because of:
n Comparable rent levels in other artists’ studios

around the UK.
n The proposed levels of security, service and

quality of environment.
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Arts Matrix, the skills and enterprise development

agency for creative professionals in the South

West, will provide business support to incubator

unit tenants in return for discounted office space.

6.4.4 TV studio space 
The studio space will provide a comprehensive

facility to professional video, TV and film

producers. It has a live room of a comparable

scale with commercial TV studios, and will be

equipped with a live edit gallery, technical areas

and a green room for make-up and hospitality.

The design allows for the studio and its attendant

rooms to be separated from the rest of the

complex, in order to facilitate their autonomy and

commercial potential. Users will have access to

off-line edit suites and studio spaces in the media

centre to support larger projects.

Situating the TV studio space adjacent to the

existing 200m2 auditorium (part of the main

Exeter Phoenix building) will allow for a digital feed

and/or physical connection to be made between

the spaces encouraging larger scale commercial

use.

The TV studio space will provide studio and edit

facilities for TV production companies in the

South West as well as independent film-makers

and media production companies producing

video content for DVD and the web. It will be

available for professional hire as well as for

training and screening work. A modest income

target has been set for the studio space reflecting

the desire to offer the space to start up

companies and freelancers. If demand increases

the income potential from the space will increase

significantly.

6.4.5 The radio studio
The radio studio will be used by Phonic FM, an

arts-based community radio station for the city of

Exeter, which launched in early 2008 and is

currently housed as part of the newly refurbished

basement of the Exeter Phoenix building. Its two

main remits are to support cultural activity in

Exeter and provide skills learning. It will become

the first solar-powered radio station in the UK.

6.5 The current programme and
partners
At the heart of current activity is the link between

programme and partners, this work will continue

in the new Media Centre.

Working with partners is an important way in

which the Media Centre is able to reach a broad

audience and offer a fantastic number of

business analysis
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opportunities. The Media Centre works with many

partners in delivering high quality digital art, video

projects and commissions and serves a unique

and essential role in supporting and advising

those wishing to develop a career in film and

digital media in Devon. 

6.5.1 Partnerships
Long term and important partners include: South

West Screen, Arts Council England SW, Devon

County Council, Exeter City Council, Animated

Exeter, Royal Albert Memorial Museum (RAMM),

Kaleido, Real Ideas Organisation (Rio), Chew TV,

University of Exeter, University of Plymouth, Exeter

College, Spacex Gallery, Aune Head Arts, X

Centre, PVA MediaLab, Watershed, Future

Shorts, Appledore Visual Arts Festival,

Coombeshead College, Devon and Cornwall Film

and Okehampton Moving Pictures. More partners

will be sought, particularly those that will enable

working in communities across Devon.

The Media Centre nurtures creativity within the

provision of numerous opportunities to learn,

experiment and be supported by staff, peers and

audiences. 

Exeter Phoenix Media Centre will continue to

provide skills-based training courses,

commissions and bursaries and support for

emerging artists. Currently 50 intensive training

courses are offered each year by the centre

which are attended by over 500 people.

6.5.2 Current activities
Exeter Phoenix Media Centre generates provision

for emerging artists and those interested in

developing creative skills or careers in digital

media and film through a wide variety of

commissions, workshops, facilities and artist

groups. All of our initiatives are ongoing.  These

include:

n Feedback sessions – One-to-one consultations

with staff members at the Media Centre to aid

artists and film-makers in their career

development.            
n Media Centre Website -

www.phoenixmedia.org.uk - An informative

resource listing film and digital media-related

opportunities and events for artists and film-

makers. The website lists courses, screenings

and other media-related events, news stories

relating to both the Media Centre and its users,

bursaries and commission opportunities and

streaming video of users films and young

peoples workshops. 
n The Creative Collective - The Creative

Collective is a thriving monthly community

networking event showcasing work of local

film-makers and video artists. This is a support

network for people interested in the moving

image. The group meet to view and discuss

new and innovative film and develop their own

projects with support from Exeter Phoenix

Media Centre. The Creative Collective is also

an opportunity for emerging film-makers to

screen their films to an interested audience and

receive feedback.
n Outreach Programmes - The value of taking

opportunities to artists outside the Exeter area

is evident and the Media Centre is committed

to reaching a wider audience through long-term

projects outside of the building. The Media

Centre is developing an extensive outreach

programme that takes opportunities to artists

across Devon.
n Training & Support – by offering training and

support the confidence and skills of artists is

increased. This is an investment in the quality

of work produced by artists and, in turn, will

increase their profile and consequently the

profile of the region as a hub of high quality

media arts production. 

The Media Centre offers courses and workshops

for all age groups and encourages ongoing

development through staged learning.
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Current activities include:
n ‘Summer’s Cool’, an annual programme of

artist-led activities for young people that takes

place during the school summer holidays,

working with professionals. Media-related

workshop subjects include film-making,

animation, visual production for music video,

DJ-ing and print workshops.
n A diverse range of media courses including

camera skills, video editing, digital photography,

website design, graphic design and image

manipulation, script writing, internet skills and

sound production.

n Hosting workshops for Animated Exeter

including provision of space, equipment and

expertise. 300 students took part in workshops

facilitated by the Media Centre during the

course of the 2007 festival.
n Black Box seminar programmes involving

national and local artists. These include film

talks and seminars by film-makers and digital

artists to provide opportunities for audiences to

gain an insight into the creative and critical

process.
n Drama / Soap Opera production – recent

projects include productions made with young

people that aim to create a learning experience,

offering participants a taste of working in a

professional environment to deadlines and

budgets, through the development of a soap

opera or a drama series for internet TV.

The Media Centre is also running Foundation

Degrees in Creative Video and National

Certificates in Video Production with Exeter

College and is looking to expand these

accredited courses.

business analysis
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6.5.3 Commissions
Many of the film-makers commissioned by Exeter

Phoenix Media Centre have found employment in

the film industry. Many of our films have been

screened at film festivals in the UK and abroad

and have won several awards including Best

Animated Short - Karachi International Film

Festival; Best Animated Film - Dokufest; Best

Children’s Animation Film - London IMAF; Media

Innovation Awards Best Newcomer and Best

South West Film.

The centre will develop and expand its

commissioning policy and programme in the new

Media Centre. Current commissions include:
n One animation bursary, awarded annually.
n Eight film bursaries ranging from £500 to

£7500 each year, supporting emerging artist

film-makers.
n Two digital media bursaries – these newly

introduced bursaries are aimed at developing

digital media production skills and trans-

disciplinary practice between art, science and

technology. Applications may include work that

is, for example, interactive, generative, visual,

sonic, site-specific, installation based, web-

based, DVD, PDA or mobile phone-based: 

n The Media Centre is looking to commission

and develop arts practice based on the new

opportunities created through the licensing of

the new full time community radio station

(Phonic FM), including documentary, drama

and experimental sound works.
n Scriptwriter-in-residence to be developed.
n Film-maker-in-residence to be developed.

We also offer opportunities for digital artists and

film-makers to develop new work in the existing

Exeter Phoenix Incubators. 

6.6 Context conclusions
A separate report that considers the context for

development has been produced (Appendix i).

The conclusions are provided here:

6.6.1 Statistics
In the South West some 89,000 people work

directly in this sector with a further 55,000

working in creative occupations outside the 'pure'

sector in the region - nationally they contributed

8% of the UK's GVA and are growing faster than

the rest of the economy.  

Music and Advertising, in economic performance

and wealth generation, account for 66.6% of all

business revenues and 47% of the GVA. The

region is a hotbed of creative and digital media

and the sector is growing more rapidly than

anywhere else in the UK, employing more

creatives than any other region outside London. 

The South West has some of the most modern

and sought-after audio-visual production facilities

in the UK. The Performance and Visual Arts

domains also exhibit steady employment growth,

together, contributing 10% of business revenues

and 19% of GVA.  

The region has established media clusters

currently established in the Plymouth, Wessex,

Gloucestershire and Bristol areas, providing an

opportunity for growth and innovation. This

development will help develop an emerging

cluster in Exeter.

South West England is well placed to become a

leading region for best-practice with regards to

economic growth within environmental limits. 
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6.6.2 National and Regional
Strategies
Strategies at national, regional and local levels all

highlight aspirations for investment in creative

industries, new technology, digital media and

environmental sustainability. In fact there has

never been a better time for a media centre to

consider development. It is likely that national,

regional and local agencies and authorities will be

sympathetic to financial and moral support and

endorsement of Exeter Phoenix Media Centre

plans.

Due to possible local authority amalgamation,

support from the local authority cannot currently

be guaranteed, however both existing authorities

currently support Exeter Phoenix Media Centre

and therefore financial support from the new

authority should be forthcoming.

Arts Council England (ACE) highlights Digital

Media and Exhibition as two core priorities for

funding in 2008-2011. The Media Centre is well

placed to gain funding from this source.

SWRDA puts media industry development,

Creative Industry investment and environmental

sustainability as key areas of work in the South

West. The proposed developments in Exeter

Phoenix Media Centre are attractive to the

Development Agency as they will deliver on its

core objectives. SWRDA is being funded by

DCMS to develop creative industries in the South

West

6.7 Sustainable budget projections
A full breakdown of the budget projections is

available on request.
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It has been demonstrated in this study that a new

media centre, designed to our proposals, could

be “carbon-neutral”, according to the current

definition of the term. This is achievable because

of the following factors:

n Thermally efficient building fabric.
n Effective building management systems.
n On-site renewable energy sources.

As mentioned in section 5, in order to achieve

carbon-neutral status, all users have to be

committed to low-carbon emission working

practices:
n General use of the building’s environment:

lighting, heating & water usage in the day-to-

day sense. As in domestic settings, people

ultimately have to make personal decisions to

minimise carbon emissions.
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n Specific usage patterns of specialist

equipment: workers in the creative industries

appear to have a culture of switching every

piece of hardware in their workspace on, and

leaving it on all day. This applies particularly to

computers and their peripherals. Items such as

external disc drives, speakers, cameras and

monitors are also often left on for the

convenience of accessing them at a moment’s

notice. The overall energy consumption of this

type of practice will make it very much harder

to minimise carbon emissions, and can only be

addressed by the users’ practice – although

energy management systems should be

introduced wherever possible.
n Transport to and from the Media Centre, and

transportation of equipment on hire from the

facility has not been addressed thoroughly in

this study, however the location of the Media

Centre making it excellent for access by

pedestrians and via public transport, and the

provision of secure indoor bike storage are

good foundations to develop a sustainable,

low-carbon transport policy for both users and

staff. Ultimately, this is another area where

people will have to take personal responsibility

for in order to truly maintain a carbon-neutral

status for the proposal.

The briefing process at the start of this study

ensured that the proposed new building has the

facilities that are desired by its users, and the

commercial study in chapter 6 demonstrated that

Media Centre has a good prognosis for future

fiscal viability. We are therefore confident that

there is little danger that a new media centre, built

to the proposed design, would be underused. 

We are confident that the proposals could lead to

an exemplar for this type of building, with an

extremely healthy future as both a commercial

and a community building.

The next stages in the scheme will be

development of the design up to a planning

application and to secure ongoing funding for the

procurement of the building, including work in the

following contexts:

Detailed design of the building structure, co-

ordinated with the low-carbon systems that are

integrated into the fabric. 

n Research into low-carbon construction

materials and techniques that can be used for

this building. 
n Modelling of the proposal’s thermal, lighting and

acoustic properties, to feedback to the overall

design, including the TV studio.

n Development of the architectural design up to a

standard suitable for planning pre-application

enquiries.
n Planning and archeological enquiries, including

presentation and discussion with the local

Design Review Panel.
n Preparation of an application for full planning

permission, including various studies

necessary to satisfy the relevant planning policy

statements, and statutory consultant bodies,

e.g. transport policy, land contamination, etc.
n Preparation of presentation displays and

models for fundraising purposes.

The design team assembled for this feasibility

study now have a detailed knowledge of the

proposals, and a clear strategy for taking it

forward. There are clear and compelling reasons

to make all aspects of development as low in

carbon emissions as possible.  We are confident

that others will see how exciting, useful and well

grounded this project is, in the context of low-

carbon development and how inspirational it can

be in the development of creative media industry

practice.
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1 National context
1.1 Department of Culture Media and Sport: DCMS
DCMS helps the creative industries thrive by raising their profile
and supporting their development. DCMS vision is that the UK
becomes the world’s creative hub. The creative industries are
those industries that are based on individual creativity, skill and
talent. They are also those that have the potential to create
wealth and jobs through developing intellectual property.

The DCMS Mapping Documents published in 1998 and 2001
established a definition of the creative industries as “those
industries which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and
talent and which have a potential for wealth and job creation
through the generation and exploitation of intellectual property”.
Some of the 13 sectors are relevant to this proposal:

n Advertising
n Architecture
n Design
n Film and Video
n Interactive Leisure Software
n TV and Radio
n Software and computer services

1.1.1 Creative Britain
Creative Britain: New Talents for a New Economy is the DCMS
strategy document for the Creative Industries. Led by the DCMS,
in partnership with BERR and DIUS, it documents 26
commitments, which outline how the Government will take action
to support the creative industries.

Key commitment areas for the creative industries are:

n Putting the creative industries at the heart of the economy
Alongside the emergence of a richer, deeper pool of creative
talent, the support outlined below for research and innovation,
business growth, intellectual property rights and the
development of creative clusters will help to bring the creative
industries in from the margins to the heart of the economy. 

n Supporting research and innovation. The Technology Strategy
Board will provide £10 million to inspire new collaborative
research and development ideas for the creative industries.
This will encourage business to work together to share
knowledge and expertise and to jointly develop new ideas,
products, processes and services. 

n The National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts
(NESTA) will launch a £3 million Creative Innovators Growth
Programme. The programme will help identify what specific
support is needed by small and medium-sized creative
businesses that seek to exploit new technologies. 

n The Technology Strategy Board will launch a Knowledge
Transfer Network for the creative industries. This will help
creative businesses access expert knowledge and information
by bringing them together with technical experts, suppliers,
customers, universities, research and technology organisations
and others. 

n The Department for Innovation, Universities & Skills will
commission research to better quantify the economic benefits
of the creative industries with special attention to the value
added by innovation in those industries. This is likely to be of
particular relevance to businesses that rely on copyright rather
than patent. 

n Arts Council England will help deliver the objectives of the
Creative Economy Programme with support targeted at
projects that combine artistic excellence with commercial
potential. Working with Regional Development Agencies
(RDAs), Arts Council England will provide venture capital to
small creative enterprises. Arts Council England will also
expand the management courses in its Cultural Leadership
Programme to help small businesses develop business and
training plans. 

n The RDAs will establish a network of regional beacons for the
creative industries. The approach will be piloted in the South
West, South East, North West, North East and West Midlands
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regions, and will look at ways in which the business
support framework can best deliver benefits for the creative
industries. 

n DCMS will encourage bids for Enterprise Capital Funds
(ECFs) from the creative industries and help generate
increased investment flows to the sector. We will also
welcome economic analysis from the creative industries to
demonstrate the existence of particular challenges
experienced by them in securing equity finance.

Information:
www.culture.gov.uk/reference_library/publications/3572.aspx

1.2 Arts Council England (ACE):
Arts Council England works to get great art to everyone by
championing, developing and investing in artistic experiences
that enrich people’s lives. 

As the national development agency for the arts, ACE
supports a range of artistic activities from theatre to music,
literature to dance, photography to digital art, carnival to crafts. 
Between 2008 and 2011 ACE will invest in excess of £1.6
billion of public money from the government and the National
Lottery to create these experiences for as many people as
possible across the country. ACE has just published its
development and funding plans for 2008-2011. The plans
highlight four key areas of priority: Digital opportunity, Visual
Arts, Children and Young people and London 2012.
Information: http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/index.php

1.2.1 Digital opportunity
Digital media technologies are affecting every aspect of our
society, economy and culture. We can now connect with
audiences in new ways, bringing them into a closer
relationship with the arts and creating new ways for them to
take part. Responding to this change ACE will lead to the
development of new business models, new networks and
new forms of creativity. 

Building on ACE work in broadcasting and new media and on
the creativity within arts organisations themselves, ACE will
help the arts make the most of these digital opportunities at a
number of levels. This will include research, strategic
innovation and capacity and skills-building, by both the Arts
Council and the sector itself. 

ACE wishes to make a major commitment to this work now –
as more and more people make digital media part of their
daily lives. 

Key initiatives: 
n a major three-year programme of research examining

public engagement, digital markets and the development of
digital artforms 

n encouraging digital innovation through new partnerships
such as Channel 4’s 4IP initiative 

n championing the arts in national debates about media
policy before digital switchover in 2012 

n building the digital capacity of our staff and our regularly
funded organisations; sharing knowledge and best practice
redeveloping the Arts Council’s website.

Information:
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/plan/digital opportunity

1.2.2 Visual arts
Turning Point is  the ACE ten-year strategy, launched in 2006,
for strengthening the contemporary visual arts. It aims to
increase the activity, reach and engagement of the visual arts
and to secure a national network of venues and development
agencies providing high-quality visual art programmes. 

Between 2008 and 2011 ACE will lay the foundations for
putting the rest of the Turning Point goals into practice. A key
part of this will involve setting up regional strategy groups, with
representatives from ACE regularly funded organisations,
visual artists and others; these groups will give visual arts
organisations a voice, share their knowledge and help them
work better together. 

ACE will foster innovation and excellence through a variety of
projects, such as international exchanges and developing
opportunities for new digital media in artistic practice, display
and distribution, and audience development. 

1.3 National Endowment for Science Technology and the
Arts: NESTA
NESTA is the National Endowment for Science, Technology
and the Arts - a unique body with a mission to make the UK
more innovative. We invest in early-stage companies, inform
and shape policy, and deliver practical programmes that
inspire others to solve the big challenges of the future.
NESTA aims:

n Increase the quality and quantity of research in innovation
n NESTA will achieve this by doing its own research,

connecting centres of excellence and commissioning
targeted research from leading academic and policy
institutes. By analysing the effect of NESTA past activities
and intelligently positioning our resources, NESTA hopes to
inform future work in innovation.

n Develop outstanding innovation policy
n NESTA will use its research and unique position in the UK

policy environment to develop and promote a strong pro-
innovation policy agenda across the UK.

n Build a national network of leading thinkers in innovation
n Developing policies that will transform the UK’s ability to

innovate isn’t a solitary activity. It occurs when leading
policy thinkers collaborate and form connections with
centres of excellence in innovation policy. To shape policies
that will put the UK at the forefront of innovation,
policymakers need to be given accurate and relevant
assessments of the national state of innovation. NESTA is
making this happen.

1.3.1 NESTA view of the Creative Economy
Defining the creative industries as thirteen sectors has been
useful in showcasing their role in the UK economy. As a
result, all levels of government have developed policies to
support them.
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However, to date, there has been insufficient evidence about
the interaction between the creative industries and innovation
in the wider economy. Consequently, there is an unhealthy
disconnect between innovation policy and the creative
industries.

Two new pieces of research from NESTA shed light on this
problem. The first analyses business-to-business links
between the creative industries and firms in other sectors of
the economy. 

It suggests that the creative industries may play a greater role
in the UK’s innovation system than has previously been
recognised by policymakers. For instance, firms that spend
twice the average amount on creative inputs are 25 per cent
more likely to introduce product innovations.

The second shows that creative workers are also more
integrated in the wider UK economy than previous mapping
studies have implied. The methodology - developed by the
Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation
(CCI) - reveals that there are more creative specialists working
outside the creative industries than within them.

Together, these pieces of research mean that the UK should
start to think in terms of a ‘creative economy’ rather than a set
of ‘creative industries’.

Information: http://www.nesta.org.uk/npru/

2 Regional context
2.1 Arts Council England in the South West

Going digital in the south west
One of the Arts Council’s priorities until 2011 is a digital
development programme, which has the following key areas:

1) More people engaging with arts digitally – a new push to
strengthen ACE mission and a new strategic approach to
production, distribution and consumption with a substantial

research and policy development eg ’value’ from investment,
baselines. 

2) Building digital capacity of regularly funded organisations
(rfo’s) and artists – sharing good practice, technology
knowledge transfer networks, improving business functions eg
marketing, education, organisational development, balance
commercial exploitation/public access.

3) Campaigning for the arts within national Broadcasting and
Media Policy Reviews 
- gathering evidence, analysing deficits/new opportunities for
new arts entrants into converged media landscape
- a push into new partnerships with audio-visual media
industries and creative venture capital models
- Arts Council appropriate intervention, new and re-structured
BBC/Channel 4 partnerships.

4) Improving our own role, capacity and profile – a re-
developed website, training/skills, ICT systems, exploiting our
digital assets eg Film Collection.

5) A major three year digital research programme examining
public engagement, markets and art form development to
inform new policies.

6) Championing the arts in national media policy debates and
reviews before digital switchover in 2012.

At Arts Council England, South West the aim is to enable
everyone to have the knowledge about what technology is
available to them. There are new and exciting ways to use
new technology and interactive broadcast media to promote
your creative business, much of which is free and will help to
improve reach and competitiveness in the global world of the
digital age.

Some of the regularly funded organisations are developing
new ways of communicating using social media, such as
blogs; through social networks like Myspace and Facebook,

using video clips, e newsletters (visitors to the website can
subscribe to receive an electronic newsletter), or Podcasting,
which are audio files which can be downloaded from the
internet onto your computer or portable audio device. These
are free and can give you access to people you might not
reach with conventional marketing tools.

Information:
www.artscouncil.org.uk/regions/project_detail.php?rid=7&id=982

2.2 South West Regional Development Agency
The South West RDA leads the development of a sustainable
economy in South West England, investing to unlock the
region’s business potential. The three-year Corporate Plan -
set within a 20 year outlook - sets out how SWRDA  will do
this.

The South West’s economy has grown faster than the UK
average over the past 10 years and we need to plan for its
continued success. However, productivity rates in South West
England are lower than elsewhere, and current turbulence in
the financial markets may bring to an end a long period of
economic growth. Climate change and globalisation are major
issues for the future of our economy. 

Given these challenges, the core strategy is focused on:
Creating the conditions for productivity-led growth
SWRDA believes that we can make the most difference to the
region’s economy by investing to unlock the region’s business
potential and drive up productivity. SWRDA seeks to continue
the gradual improvement in South West productivity as
measured by GVA/hour relative to UK average.

To drive up productivity, SWRDA will focus on people’s skills,
innovation, the environment, enterprise and transport and
communications infrastructure.
Developing a low-carbon economy
SWRDA believes we have an important role in helping the
region’s economy prepare for the implications and business
opportunities that climate change will bring. SWRDA seeks to
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reduce the region’s contribution of greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG) relative to GVA as measured by tonnes of GHG per
£’000 of GVA.

Creating successful places
To make a difference we must concentrate our efforts in
priority places rather than spread the jam too thinly. SWRDA
will help key places in the region develop so that they are
ready to accommodate growth, maximise business
opportunities and adapt to change in the future. SWRDA
seeks to improve the rankings of priority places as measured
by the FDI’s European Cities and Regions of the Future index.

To make key places in the region more productive,
sustainable and efficient so that they are ready to
accommodate growth, adapt to change and unlock business
potential, SWRDA will focus more of our effort and investment
in specific places.

Information: http://www.southwestrda.org.uk/

2.3 South West Cultural observatory
The South West Observatory is the regional information
gateway. It provides  a network of analysts and information
across a broad range of demographic, environmental and
economic services.

The Observatory is made up of six Thematic Modules, seven
sub-regional Local Intelligence Networks and a co-ordinating
core unit. The network is working to a common vision; that
policy making in, and about, the south west region should be
based on sound evidence. It is the Observatory’s aim to be
the automatic first port of call for intelligence about the South
West region and its parts, with any one of our constituent
bodies being a portal to all of its network of experts and
resources.

Information: http://www.swo.org.uk/observatory/home-
1/introduction.shtm

2.3.1 Intelligence Network Devon
Intelligence Network Devon is a re-branding of the DevINE
partnership. This partnership has existed for many years
developing a shared work programme in research and
intelligence. 

n Intelligence Network Devon aims: 
n To continue the development of a shared work programme

in the broad area of research, information development, IT
and communications 

n To share resources in implementing a joint action plan 
n Share best practice 
n To eliminate duplication 
n To ensure Devon plays an active part in the development of

the Regional Observatory 

One of the most important objectives of the intelligence
network is to support the existing Strategic Partnerships in
Plymouth, Torbay and Devon. In order to ensure that it
provides effective support to both local and regional agendas
it needs to establish a more formal process and structure. 

The intelligence network will provide the evidence base on
which to inform policy development and service provision.
Information: http://www.indevon.org.uk/cms/

2.4 South West Screen 
South West Screen is the development agency for the
creative and media industries in the South West of England. 
South West Screen aims to work to support: growing creative
businesses, developing talent, reaching audiences,
developing skills, promoting the region, connecting
communities, investing in innovation.

The aim of South West Screen’s Business and Skills
Development team is to encourage, and improve, the growth
and the competitiveness of the region’s film, television and
digital media businesses. 

South Wes Screen does this by:
n Undertaking research to determine the needs of the sector 
n Developing a tailored programme of business support

projects and providing access to funding opportunities
n Supporting a network of established local cluster groups

across the South West
n Finding, collating and sharing relevant information,

intelligence and guidance 
n Working with partners, both regionally and nationally, to

maximise business opportunities and investment for the
South 

Information: http://www.swscreen.co.uk/

2.4.1 Wessex Media Group
Wessex Media Group promotes the growth and development
of screen-based content production in the Wessex area by:
n Providing a forum that brings together the region’s content

producers 
n Staging events and activities to draw attention to the

region’s screen-based enterprises
n Supporting training and education to strengthen the

region’s skills base
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n Building strong links to national and regional agencies that
support screen-based activities

n Encouraging investment in a creative cluster of individuals
and companies capable of bringing the best out of each
other.

Information: http://www.wessexmediagroup.co.uk/about/

3 Local context
Both Devon and Exeter have submitted opposing applications
for unitary status. The deadline for submissions to the
Boundary Committee closes on the 26th September 2008.
Consultation responses and financial information will be
considered by the Boundary Committee until 19 December
and a final decision on advice to the Secretary of State will be
submitted by the Committee by 31 December 2008.
Until this issue has been resolved it is difficult to form a real
sense of policy from local Authorities as any current policies
will change as soon as a new structure is in place. The
following sections show the current policies.

New policies are likely to cover similar themes and aspirations.

3.1 Devon County Council
In Working for a Better Devon, the County Council’s Strategic
Plan 2003-2008,the council recognises that this is ‘a County
where creativity and the arts thrive’. One of the goals of the
plan is ‘Looking after Devon’s environment, culture and
heritage’ with a vision that ‘the natural and historic environment
is nurtured and people lead creative lives in Exeter and in
towns and villages across the County.’

In 2003 the Council adopted the vision, guiding principles,
aims and objectives for its local cultural strategy:
http://www.devon.gov.uk/committee_minutes?url=dcc/commit
tee/reports/cx039.html

‘We see “culture” as playing a key role in pursuing our Vision
to ensure that:
n everyone takes inspiration from Devon as a place to live

and work in, and to visit; 
n we optimise opportunities for everyone - and especially for

young people and for older people - to live creatively; 
n we promote the full potential of Devon’s cultural assets,

recognising their economic value.’

Promoting the arts and culture is one of the objectives in the
Education, Arts & Libraries Directorate’s Strategic Plan 2002-
2005 

‘The arts and culture flourish in Devon, not only enriching the
lives of its citizens, but also making a major contribution to the
local economy. We recognise the value of the arts and culture
to the people of Devon and through many of our services
working with children and adults we aim to foster an
appreciation for, and to encourage participation in, artistic and
cultural activity. We must continue to promote excellence in
the arts and at the same time encourage more people to
enjoy the benefits of artistic endeavour and appreciation.’
The Council has reviewed its involvement in the arts and
adopted ‘More Creative Lives’ as its arts policy in April 2005.

Information: http://www.devon.gov.uk/

3.2 Exeter City Council
The Exeter Vision is the city’s sustainable community strategy.
Its purpose is to clearly set down where we want to be in 20
years time and how, together, we can get there. It is a vision
that everyone in the city can work towards achieving. This
Vision is currently being reviewed to ensure that the priorities
we are all working towards are the right ones for the city.
The Vision Partnership, the city’s local strategic partnership
(LSP) will be preparing the Exeter Vision. It will take account
of views from many people and organisations.

3.2.1 Exeter Arts and Media Strategy
A new Arts and Media Strategy is currently being written. The
current one was for 2004-06.

4 Conclusions
Strategies at national, regional and local levels all highlight
aspirations for investment in the Creative Industries, new
technology, digital media and environmental sustainability. In
fact there has never been a better time for a media centre to
consider development. It is likely that national, regional and
local agencies and authorities will be sympathetic to financial
and moral support and endorsement of Exeter Phoenix Media
Centre's plans.

Support from the Local Authority within the proposed new
Unitary Authority cannot currently be guaranteed, however, at
present both local authorities currently place Exeter Phoenix
Media Centre as a key resource and therefore financial
support from a new authority should be forthcoming.

Arts Council England (ACE) highlights digital media and
exhibition as two core priorities for funding in 2008-2011. The
Media Centre is well placed to gain funding from this source.

The Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) puts media
industry development, Creative Industry investment and
environmental sustainability as key areas of work in the South
West. The proposed developments in Exeter Phoenix Media
Centre are attractive to SWRDA as they will deliver on its core
objectives. SWRDA is being funded by DCMS to develop
creative industries in the South West.

appendix i
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Site Development Consultations

Tenure & Consent

Exeter Phoenix Ltd has a 20 year lease on its building from
Exeter City Council expiring in March 2024. The lease is fully
protected by the terms of the Landlord and Tenant Act and, in
any case, there is no reason to suspect that the landlords
would not wish to renew the lease.

Under clawback provisions contained in the terms of the buy-
out in 2004 from its former co-owners the City Council has to
share with Devon County Council and Arts Council England
the increased value of the property resulting from any
development. The clawbacks are triggered by the ‘grant &
implementation of planning permission for the erection of any
building or buildings on the property or any part thereof within
the relevant period - the relevant period meaning the period
expiring 15 years from date of the transfer. If the increase in
open market value of the property after the grant and
implementation of planning is greater than £100,000 than the
property as existing then ECC must pay DCC 34% of the
difference and ACE 31.86% of the difference’. The City
Council have asked to be indemnified against these
provisions but discussions with the two potential beneficiaries
suggest that should the re-development progress they will not
seek to invoke these clauses in this instance.

The existing Media Centre building is of post war construction
and has little architectural merit. Exeter Phoenix has a good
relationship with the City Council, with whom it works in
partnership on a number of projects and festivals, including
specific activity in the Media Centre. Landlord’s consent for
the re-development of the building and site is therefore not
expected to be withheld.

As part of a general re-development scheme in 1996–8
Exeter Phoenix received £1.76m of National Lottery funding
through Arts Council England, part of which was spent on
creating the Media Centre from an existing building. ACE’s
view is that the proposed new development will not change
the purpose of the original grant and therefore there would be
no need to apply a clawback in this situation.

Site History 

The Media Centre is housed in an annex to an Edwardian
building used variously over the last century as part of the
University College of the South West, the University of Exeter
and Exeter Art College. Since 1984 it has been part of Exeter
& Devon Arts Centre, known for the last ten years as Exeter
Phoenix. 

The overall site is outside the boundary of the earlier Roman
legionary fortress but is within the City’s second century
Roman walls. A number of Roman finds have been made in
the area. Construction of Rougemont Castle was begun by
William the Conqueror following the siege of 1068 and the
core has always remained Royal property.

The annex sits on a spur of land containing some of the final
remnants of the rampart of the outer bailey of the castle.
Generally, very little remains of this outer ditch but on this site
- which was part of an encroachment from another parish into
the castle property - unlike adjoining land to the north and
south, part of the old rampart has not been cut away over the
years and so the land retains a relatively high level. It appears
to have been used as a walled garden in the 19th and early
20th centuries, primarily under the ownership of the tenant of
Rougemont House, the 18th century house built in the inner
ditch of the castle to the north-east.

From the 17th century the land to the north-west, which had
been part of the Duchy of Cornwall’s land in a neighbouring
parish, was levelled and developed piecemeal as Bradninch
Place, a mixed collection of eight houses arranged in a terrace

on a north-west to south-east axis. In 1911 the land was re-
developed to create college buildings, which became the
University College of the South West in 1922 and
subsequently the University of Exeter in 1955.

archeological Remains

Various excavations have been undertaken in five different
positions around the site between 1996 and 2003. In 1996,
near the centre of the site and in front of the boundary wall to
the rear, a number of auger holes were bored and
archeological deposits were found to a maximum depth of
2.1m. In 1998 deposits associated with the stratification of the
Norman ramparts were revealed at the south-western end of
the site during re-development work. To the rear of the site a
number of Saxon boundary ditches as well as later medieval
ditches were also found.during more extensive excavations.

The informal comment of the City Archaeology Officer is that
although there are archeological remains on the site, they do
not appear to be of such significance or sufficiently well
preserved as to preclude redevelopment of this site - it would
be a matter of proper archeological excavation and recording
where they are to be destroyed. Any new engineering site
investigation works will need to be undertaken with an
archaeologist in attendance to identify and record any remains
they reveal. This view, however, could change, depending
on what is found.

Similarly, the view of Exeter Archaeology is that although much
of the rest of the castle’s outer rampart no longer exists the
remains on this site are not unique enough to warrant
preservation in situ. 

An appraisal would need to be made by an archeological
consultant of the potential archeological remains on the site,
and of the likely impact of a development on them, and this
would need to be submitted in support of an eventual
planning application.
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Planning Consent & Engineering Issues

The site is in a conservation area so, as well as planning
permission, conservation area consent will also have to be
obtained. It is also within a designated Area of archeological
Importance and borders the Scheduled Ancient Monument of
Rougemont Castle. The inner defences of the castle are still
clearly visible in the adjoining Rougemont Gardens and their
close proximity means that Scheduled Monument Consent will
therefore also have to be sought.

The Area Planning Officer, in consultation with the
Conservation Officer, does not raise any objection to the
proposed scheme and also confirms that the aim to create an
exemplar building in terms of sustainability is likely to be
supported from a planning point of view. Their only real
concern is the scale and massing of the proposal in relation to
surrounding buildings and the character of the Central
Conservation Area. If the height of the building was lowered
by reducing the ground level, this concern could be lessened.
A formal view will be only given on receipt of final plans. 

As a result of previous work and excavations in the area at the
north-eastern end of the site natural subsoil is known to be
2.5m below the present surface. At the south-western end
natural subsoil is 3.8m below the surface due to the built-up
remains of the ramparts to the castle defences. Any new
engineering site investigation works will need to be undertaken
with an archaeologist in attendance to identify and record any
remains they reveal.

Library re-development

The intended re-development/upgrade by Devon County
Council of the adjoining Central Library presents an
opportunity to join the two buildings together. There is
considerable synergy between the activities of the Media
Centre and the library in  terms of IT, internet access and skills
learning. The potential of a joint scheme will be investigated in
due course when the council’s intentions become clearer.

Those consulted:

n Exeter City Council – Director of Economy & Development;
Head of Economy & Tourism; Head of Estates; Valuer,
Estates dept; Archaeology Officer; Area Planner;
Conservation Officer; Head of Engineering.

n Devon County Council – Head of Culture; Arts Officer
n South West of England Regional Development Agency –

Sector Development Adviser (Creative Industries); Business
Incubation Adviser

n Exeter Archaeology 
n Arts Council England South West – Interim Executive

Regional Director; Lead Officer
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Review of Low and Zero Carbon Technologies

System Advantages Disadvantages Size Site Specifics Costs

Heating provided by wood chips.
Good network of other installations in the South
West.
As automated as traditional oil/gas system.
Low net CO2 output.  
Injection of funds into rural local economy, if
chips are sourced locally.

Requires continuous supply of quality fuel – some systems
have had problems in the past achieving this.
Recommended used as part of duel fuel for reliable system
– (LPG, gas or Oil) 
Requires regular maintenance above that for a traditional
fossil fuel system.
Smoke on start up with high moisture fuels.
Produces a small quantity of ash (can usually be disposed
of by fuel supplier)

Typically
sized at
60% of max
demand,
with backup
sized at
40%

Space required to store biomass
is significant.
Must be ‘Clean air Exempt’ and
on the ECA & LCBP lists for
funding.
Need to clearly specify
constraints on sources of fuel. 
A storage area would have to be
identified, and access provided.

Boiler & installation:
~£300/kW, but
potential grant
funding available.

Greatest CO2 savings.
Ground Source Heat Pump
(Space Heating)
No need for back up from alternative energy
source.
No visual intrusion & no flues required.
Can provide both heating and cooling provision
Ground heat pipes have design life of 50 years.
No fuel store required.
Domestic water heating also possible.
Carbon dioxide saving c.f. fossil fuel alternatives.

High capital costs due to sinking of pipes, reliant on ground
conditions.
Relies on electricity as primary energy source  so only 100%
truly renewable if using a ‘green’ tariff.
Expect no reduction in fuel costs compared to conventional
gas heating.
Significant lag in system response, building must be
designed to allow for this.

Sized on
100% of
max
demand,
although
extra care
should be
taken so
oversizing is
avoided.

Requires area for heat pipes with
suitable access and ground
conditions, area to be in the order
of 1.6m2/kW
Must be chosen from the LCBP
list.
Design of heating/cooling
systems must be sympathetic to
GSHP to maximise performance
and savings, for example lower
flow & return temps for heating.

Equipment &
installation: typically
£1,000/kW for
heating systems &
£1,200 for heating
and cooling systems,
but potential grant
funding available
Cost of electricity is
usually similar to that
of equivalent gas
system.

Can provide both heating and electricity to the
site, with little dependency on electricity supplier.
CO2 savings due to use of heat by-product from
electricity production, and minimal losses in
transmission.

High capital costs.
Most units are noisy in operation, sighting must be
sympathetic to neighbours
Prime requirement is for heat and electrical load patterns to
match – cannot generate one without the other.
Only renewable if running off a sustainable fuel source.
Likely to need conventional boiler plant as well.

Sized for
electrical
load based
on 4,000hrs
running.

Most commonly used for
swimming pools or where there is
a continuous heat demand
throughout the summer.

Likely to be in the
region of £4,000/kWe
installed.
CO2 savings
comparable to
ground source heat
pumps.
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System Advantages Disadvantages Size Site Specifics Costs

Free supply of water; no water rates.
Water conservation and attenuation.
Cheap to install compared to other alternative
technologies.

Performance highly dependant on initial design.
Supply of rainwater not guaranteed, so requires mains
backup.
Weight of water needs to be incorporated in structural
design

Generally design
for 75% of
demand.  Care
must be taken so
oversizing is
avoided to
minimise structural
requirements.

Most commonly used for
flushing WC’s but other
applications possible.
Should be designed local 
to WC’s, and gravity fed
where possible.

Project specific –
but comparatively
cheap.

Once installed, low running costs and
maintenance
Can be installed as discreet integrated units or
exposed as a feature.
High solar yields in the South West compared
with the rest of the UK.
Planning permission easily granted

Requires back up (gas/oil/LPG) generation 
Electrical pumping power required – possibly catered for by
photovoltaic panel.
Requires maintenance access, although infrequent

Sized on roughly
50% of yearly
demand.
Collectors on
unshaded south
facing façade at
@35°

Evacuated tubes more
efficient, but may require more
maintenance (fragile tubes).
Collectors and hot water
generation must be positioned
close to outlets.
Must be specified from the
ECA & LCBP lists for funding

Installation &
equipment:
~£700/m2
Potential grant
funding available

Power generation on site
Possible to sell back excess power on
weekends
Completely renewable energy system
Can be installed as discreet integrated units or
exposed as a feature relatively easily.
Planning permission easily granted.
High solar yields in the South West compared
with the rest of the UK.
Technology commercially available 
Performance is less sensitive to the pitch of the
roof compared to solar thermal.

High installation costs
Long payback period
Access to roof required.
Performance of PV degrades with time.
Supply of sunlight not guaranteed – still need to rely on the
National Grid
Generation capability is usually very small compared to
demand
High embodied energy in production.
Unlikely to sell ROC’s for such a small system.

Usually sized on
finances available.

Reduction in capitol costs per
kW for larger systems.
Application must be made to
Western Power to connect to
grid.
Must be chosen from the
LCBP list

Equipment &
installation:
£6,000 to
£15,000/kWp
depending on
size and type of
installation.
Potential grant
funding available

Completely renewable supply
Electrical production on site.
Possible to sell back excess power, and by
registering with OFGEN sell ROCs (only
recommended for large installations).

Aesthetically intrusive.
Supply of wind not guaranteed – still need to rely on the
National Grid  
Planning permission required.
All turbines produce some noise, although a quiet model
can be specified.
If building mounted, vibration and access have to be
considered.

Site specific. For effective generation the
minimum wind speed >3.5m/s
If a wind turbine is considered,
a site survey should be
undertaken to include
gathering of local wind speed
and orientation data.

Installation:
£2,500 to
£5,000kWp.
Potential grant
funding available
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For more information please contact:

Jonas Hawkins
Media Manager

Stuart Mitchell
Digital Media Coordinator

Media Centre: 01392 667066

Email: media@exeterphoenix.org.uk

Exeter Phoenix
Bradninch Place

Gandy Street

Exeter EX4 3LS

www.exeterphoenix.org.uk

www.phoenixmedia.org.uk

VAT Reg No: 409043671
Registered In England: 1844169
Registered Charity: 290011
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